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Does the medical delivery system in your country fail to treat you as an individual? Is it limited

to practicing "rescue" medicine - after the fact? Many of us are caught in a repeated pattern of

illness and treatment.Learn how one woman escaped from a vicious cycle of medical

expenses and uncured illness. By learning and practicing lessons from Ayurveda, you can

discover a preventative medicine based on physical, mental and spiritual wellness.Rescue

medicine will always be there when you need it. Success with wellness lies in needing

conventional medicine less often.This is the story of a friendship and the journey that follows.

Learning takes place when we trust enough to be open to new ideas. Practicing Ayurveda

gives us a whole new product in our personal wellness routine and awakens our common

sense in full splendor.

About the AuthorSusan West is a writer living in New England with her husband. Her research

and study of alternative medicine has lead her to the practice of Ayurveda. Her friendship with

Vaidya Radhika Prassannatma is an interesting, stimulating and captivating experience. Vaidya

Radhika Prassannatma lives in New Orleans, Louisiana with her husband and daughter. She

received her B.A.M.S degree from The Muniyal Institute of Ayurvedic Medicine in South India

and is currently a lecturer on the Ayurvedic Principles. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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years ago while I was receiving Panchakarma treatments at an Ayurvedic center in

Massachusetts. The Vaidya that I was normally evaluated by at the center had recently left—he

knew my imbalance like the back of his hand and was like part of the family. I was initially

apprehensive about meeting a new Vaidya. Panchakarma was a yearly time for renewal that

kept me feeling balanced for the entire year. It was a sacred time for self-healing that I looked

forward to yearlong. Now, I had to transfer the legacy of my medical care to a stranger.I walked

into Vaidya Radhika’s consultation room. There were two things that struck me. First, she was

the youngest Vaidya I ever met and used the same euphuisms I did. Second, she was the most

emotionally accessible Vaidya I’d ever seen. As she took my history and asked me what

symptoms I was having, her eyes met mine with so much love and compassion I wondered

how someone at such a young age could possess the ability to engulf a total stranger with so

much affection. Her voice became animated as she told me what she felt was the underlying

imbalance in my body. I remember thinking, “This woman is as excited about bringing my body

into balance as I am!”Vaidya Radhika and I were both in the early years of our Ayurvedic

careers at our initial meeting. I had just recently been trained in Ayurveda and had been

integrating it into my Neurology practice and she had just recently taken over the

responsibilities of being the Vaidya for an established Ayurvedic center. We shared an

immediate kinship based on our mutual respect for Ayurveda and our enthusiasm for helping

people regain mastery over their bodies. It is rare to find someone who has such a deep

appreciation for the ancient ways of India and empathy for the challenges of modern life in

America. She was not judgmental of the imbalances that naturally arise from the fast-paced life

that many of us live. She was just interested in helping—it was that simple.Vaidya Radhika’s

approach to Ayurveda contains the same loving simplicity that I felt in our initial consultation. At

the time I was still feeling overwhelmed about learning how to use all the different Ayurvedic

herbs. There are so many subtle nuances with the use of each herb. Her solution—treat each

herb as if it was a friend. Get to know their personalities, their quirks, and their strengths the

same way you would get to know a new friend. This advice radically transformed my approach

to the herbs and to this day I still look at these herbs as my friends.I am excited that Vaidya

Radhika is taking this opportunity to share her perspective on Ayurveda as a teacher and

healer. Despite being a humble, quiet individual who is more comfortable talking to people one

on one, she is shedding her otherwise private demeanor to offer her unique insights into

Ayurveda. I have appreciated the opportunity to be cared for by Vaidya Radhika and I hope

others enjoy the extension of her compassionate nature through this book.Dr. Kulreet



ChaudharyWellspring Health9850 Genesee Avenue, Suite 330La Jolla, CA,

92037INTRODUCTIONMy name is Susan West and I've always been wary of change. My cell

phone is a tiny flip phone that doesn't have a camera and as I write this introduction late in

2014 I drive a 1998 Chevy cavalier, my third cavalier since 1985. I suppose to some degree

familiarity is comfortable. Change has its way of kneading its way into your life however, usually

when you need it the most, whether or not you think you do.Living in America, a fairly young

society compared to the rest of the world, creates an overabundance of opportunity to try new

things and research ideas. Although we are not forcibly held back or persecuted as we

diligently protect our love of and respect for individual freedom, the powers that be exert a

strong influence over many of the choices we make as citizens. I'm not only referring to

government rule. Our system of capitalization has a stronghold here unlike any country in the

world. It strives to create business competition in order to lower the price of goods and

services. However, where there is competition there will always be winners and losers.

Business winners must be powerful and relentless to be superior. Business rivals fight to

secure the customers needed to purchase their services. That's the easiest part. Couple that

rivalry and fighting with a need to keep increasing profits for shareholders and suddenly a

system of capitalization enters into a mad race where competitors and consumers can be

trampled and left behind. It appears that our American medical system has entered

such a race. The winners are the insurance payers and the pharmaceutical companies while

the trampled and left behind are alternative medicine, the uninsured and medically mistreated.

That's not to say that our conventional medical model fails everyone because it doesn't. Many

people in America receive an advanced form of care here that can save lives. What we fail to

do medically is enjoy a system of prevention within our medical model that will keep consumers

well enough to avoid needing costly procedures. If the medical system we have developed

healed people all the time, put simply, it would end the race altogether by taking away the very

fuel needed to run the machine. If you have ever been on the receiving end of medicine

and it cured your illness, you are grateful. Still, there are many, perhaps even you or someone

you know, who are at the losing end of the racetrack with a misdiagnosis, medical error or

failure to access proper care. The business model of winners and losers has its good and bad

parts and in order to use it properly you need to find a way to tap into the third and most

forgotten aspect: your personal, daily preventative wellness routine. There are countless ways

you can discover and practice preventative medicine.My story, in pursuit of finding a good,

obtainable and sustainable daily program follows. I learned about the basic principles of

Ayurveda, a fully holistic form of medicine while listening to lectures as I took daily walks with

an Indian Vaidya, Radhika Prassannatma. Because this opportunity will not be available to

everyone, I've attempted to accomplish two things in writing this book; research what we do

have available to us from our American health care system and pass on the basics of what I've

learned about Ayurvedic medicine.As we broached each subject I studied additional sources

on my own and slowly began integrating Ayurvedic health practices into my daily routine. I am

confident that "rescue" medicine from our American model of health care will be there for me

should I need it but I anticipate a healthier, happier life with less illness and disease just from

implementing these additional changes.Perhaps the two are not mutually exclusive and

combining a system of preventative medicine with conventional treatments is what we need to

be completely well. I believe that using a combination of conventional western medicine and

the daily practice of preventative medicine as espoused in Ayurveda can put us all back on a

track to complete health and a level of happiness that we need to live our lives to the

fullest.Perhaps the profits of conventional medicine will suffer if we begin to experience better



health, but there will always be illness to feed the business industry and maybe new and

different forms of treatments will emerge to make up for lost sales.If you feel the need to be

healthier and are looking for the support to do so, welcome to the world of Ayurveda. Adding it

to your medicine arsenal will prove to you that eastern and western medicine can be merged

and practiced together no matter where you live. Chapter 1Discovering Ayurveda –

Susan’s StoryMy early childhood was a horrendous mess of illness and hospitals. My parents

had the fulltime job of carting me back and forth between doctors and specialists, all while

attempting to raise a young family of six. I had asthma, chronic ear infections, and numerous

bouts of pneumonia. Not only did I take antibiotics for most of my young life, but I was

profoundly hard of hearing, and had tubes inserted into my ears at around age seven. I missed

a lot of school due to illness. The antibiotic tetracycline permanently discolored my teeth, and I

developed allergies to many other antibiotics. I attended the local public school and a special

"hearing" program at an area high school. Having a child with a disability that required special

schooling made for a lot of driving for my mother.I stayed home from school on and off until

about age seven, when things started to level out and I gradually became healthier. That was

about the time we got our water piped in from the city and we stopped burning trash in the

backyard. Things were being "modernized" quickly in our New England suburb, with road

paving, emission rules, and more wholesome food choices from bigger and better

supermarkets.To say the least, as a young family, we had our share of physical burdens and

simply accepted them one by one, dealing with them individually, always moving from one

problem to the next. Sometimes circumstances seemed out of our control and it was as though

a greater force was bringing it all on. In our neighborhood each family faced issues and

everyone kept to themselves, dealing with crises as best they could. There wasn't a lot of talk

about depression back then and we didn’t have the drugs and therapies available today, so

acceptance was the main way to cope with illness. I look back at all of that with wonder. At the

time, you didn't analyze or dwell on misfortunes, you simply kept moving forward and accepting

things as they were. Religion played a big part in dealing with physical malady and we prayed

for release. Our faith also taught us that we were always being tested. Our fates would be

sealed by how well we handled the challenges, and whether or not we survived was not a

primary concern. As family members passed, we grieved, but moved on quickly. We trusted

that everything happened for a reason. We weren’t happy, but we accepted that as the norm.

We were raised to believe that there was a God and he dished out what he thought you could

handle, and He apparently thought our family could handle one crisis after another. The basis

of our religion taught us to pray and ask God for good health, rather than to pro-actively take

steps to ensure it. Many religions have conditioned us to leave the state of our health up to

prayer and a higher power. We are taught that our current suffering will be rewarded later, after

we are dead. I can no longer agree with living in such a negative, passive way.All of this is a

very integral part of who I am and influences how I react to many things, but I never made the

connection to how it affects my adult life and personal health. In the study of Ayurveda, it all

becomes relevant as we try to connect very deeply, and on an individual basis, to who we

really are. Often under the American medical model, when we experience mental or physical

difficulties, we look to someone else for a cure. We are offered a cookie-cutter therapy, usually

a drug or "procedure" routinely prescribed for the condition that comes closest to what we are

experiencing. If we seek second or third opinions, we are still treated according to an

established protocol regardless of our individual makeup. Here in America, there are a limited

number of treatment choices and we are prescribed one, then another, in the hope that one of

them will cure what ails us by easing our symptoms. I have been experiencing this under my



American medical health care plan for many years. Depressed or not, I received the same type

of therapy every time from each doctor, even when it didn't change anything. I visited doctors

and specialists asking them to give me some panacea to cure my illness. I expected pills,

creams, and the newest treatment procedures to heal me, but to no avail.I consider myself

pretty average in terms of what I learned about health growing up and how much exposure I

had to preventative medicine. My friends tell me about their childhood illnesses and the

standard treatments they received, and I see similarities.Even more worrisome, I was born with

a rare genetic condition that causes high levels of cholesterol to accumulate in my bloodstream

and what has turned out to be a degenerative hearing loss. What could have caused the

childhood illness that has resulted in so much sickness and recurring physical and mental

anguish? Could I continue to live my life as an adult believing I was the victim of the whim of a

cruel supreme being? A big part of Ayurveda is taking responsibility for your current state of

health. Rather than simply accepting my poor health status as a God-given affliction and

looking for cures outside of myself, I had to start looking at what makes up my physical being

and what I needed to do to nurture and promote my individual health goals.I have lived in New

England all my life. I grew up in a large city and did not venture far afield. My hometown

neighborhood was ripe with culture and diversity, and the children born here in the 1950s and

60s are an open-minded, passionate, and welcoming bunch. Growing up in my neighborhood,

we did not experience gang life or hate crimes to the same extent as in other parts of the

country Even a short trip to outlying areas offered abundant opportunities to enjoy nature and a

change from city life. Inner-city residents had parks, gardens, city colleges, art and history

museums, restaurants, and a public transportation system that could take you anywhere. Most

suburban families were middle class, where the main bread-winner could provide shelter,

healthcare and enough money for a decent life for the whole family. I attended a junior high

school that had an equal mix of Jewish and Christian students, and a large senior high school

with a diverse mix of white, African American and hispanic students. Congregating was not a

problem in my neighborhood, which was a typical suburban island bordering the inner city

projects. We all played pretty well together.Our home was situated in a small section of the city

that plays host to a well known manufacturing company. A huge factory, taking up about a half

square mile of space employed many of my schoolmates’ parents, who worked there for years

and eventually retired from lifelong careers. Sons often followed their fathers into employment

at the factory after high school. The company produces abrasive products. The buildings, as far

as you can see, are mostly brick with smokestacks on top, always belching a steady stream of

fog. Old manufacturing waste was retired to burial yards and as children, we rode our bicycles

to these sites and spent hours on the roads and back wood trails around the factory. Years

later, after I had grown up and moved away, a movie theater complex was built on top of the

main dump site and duplex homes were constructed around the factory perimeters. A small

brook where we caught toads and frogs crossed underneath the main road behind the

manufacturing complex. It dried up somewhat over the years and turned into a swamp.

Eventually, roads that had been public thoroughfares within the factory grounds were sealed off

to accommodate a new highway. A supermarket, middle school and public park were built just

outside and on the boundary of the company land. A railroad track passes through the

property, and trains continue to run through to this day. The company has changed ownership

over the years, but many local residents are still employed there.I have to wonder, looking back

some 40 years, about the repercussions of having lived and played in this area. Eventually,

environmental regulations were passed and emission testing performed, but there was always

a distinct sulfuric smell to the steam emitted from the smoke stacks, like the stink of rotten



eggs. Living here, we became accustomed and barely noticed it. The closer you got to the

factory buildings, the stronger the stench. I spent every day of my childhood, quite literally, right

next to those buildings. Had we known what we know today about the ingestion of fumes and

toxins from our air and water supplies, we might have decided to live elsewhere. Today, I am

learning that each person has a unique natural ability to flush environmental toxins from their

body. Some detoxify well, and others slowly or not at all. I believe this detoxification issue is

evident today with the rise in childhood syndromes such as autism, as more and more toxins

are ingested by pregnant mothers, infants and children. I am certain my small, child sized body

was working overtime trying to flush out what I was breathing in on a daily basis. Our modest

home used a well for our water during the years before our street was paved and city water

pipes were installed. Our well was in close proximity to the brook that ran behind the factory. As

I look back at my developing years, I wonder if similar to lead paint poisoning, the fumes and

toxins I inhaled played a part in the onset of my childhood illness and subsequent medical

conditions.Despite childhood illnesses, I grew to be a very athletic adult and an avid learner.

My metabolism stayed youthfully quick and active until the age of 42, without much effort.

Working a little harder today, I can maintain a healthy weight in my early 50s. I am no longer

plagued by headaches, body pains and sleep problems, but that was not always the case. After

the childhood illness subsided, I experienced numerous bouts that have been described as

"autoimmune" episodes. Periods of good health, interrupted by what physicians called "flare-

ups," was a decades-long pattern. Each venture into a new American medical steroid

"treatment" caused more complications. Like many women under the care of American,

allopathic physicians, I've heard about chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, bursitis, food

intolerances, and various auto-immune disorders to explain the symptoms I was experiencing.

My doctors never really knew what caused my symptoms, but made educated guesses and

prescribed treatment accordingly. They surmised that I was a very "chemically sensitive"

person. I began to realize now how little both they and I knew about overall health, wellness

and the body's detoxification system and how easy it was to allow illness to continue. I began

to avidly read medical journals and study medical test results and studies. Previously, I had

read too much about the treatment of diseases and not enough about general anatomy and

physiology. I needed to embrace the concept of individualism and put it into perspective with

regards to my own health. I was accustomed to using labels when talking about health woes,

and I had to give up this type of thinking. It became apparent that I should have been learning

about toxins and the grave need for detoxification, but could find little information regarding

safe, effective techniques. Understanding the truth about what constitutes good nutrition came

as a shock, even though I had spent years studying and trying every diet imaginable. Most

importantly, I needed to learn how to use my past as an important part of understanding my

reactions to toxins and anticipating my treatment outcome. My own personal variables meant I

couldn’t simply pop the same pills as the next person and expect the same results.One

physical problem I wasn’t able to shake easily was a huge, bloated, ever-growing abdomen. I

was told this is an "age issue." My abdomen eventually became so distended that it pressed

against my lungs making it uncomfortable to breathe. I was subjected to MRIs, X-rays, physical

therapy sessions, and most incorrectly, drug therapy. The end result of all the medical probing

and prescribing left me exactly where I started physically, and even more worried. Where was

this heading? While I had managed to change my thinking from believing God was responsible

for my current health status, I still felt out of control and at the mercy of my American doctors

who really couldn't cure or change anything. Instead of eliminating a problem, they simply tried

to convince me to accept it after numbing the pain. They were more than willing to keep



treating the same symptoms over and over. This issue was finally resolved when I made the

connection between stress, hormones and exercise. I had to figure this out without the help of

my American physician.Today, I am convinced that all of my previous, painful symptoms were

most likely part of my poor internal detoxification system and was due in part to a poor diet and

lack of regular exercise, but were never approached as such. Depression set in at one point

during the time of my worst pain, and all the emotional struggle and isolation I felt only added

to my overall health insecurities. In my quest to feel better, others thought I was a

hypochondriac. I felt out of control with nowhere to turn to regain health and well being. At

times, my health and my physicians made me feel as if I was crazy.What I didn't realize at first

was that I had to learn about my fundamental makeup before I could understand how to stay

healthy. Once you gain this vital insight, it’s important to structure your life around this

knowledge; the way you work, your daily behaviors, and even the way you interact with

others.Many years after studying human anatomy and seeing doctors and physical therapy

professionals, I happened to accept a job offer at an Ayurvedic health center. This coincidental

change was a catalyst to better health for me.Vaidya Radhika and I started working at the

Ayurvedic health center about the same time, in the summer of 2011. I had been searching for

a more meaningful position, with a friendly staff and flexible hours. Because I have always

been a dedicated worker, I knew I could quickly adapt to any new role and workplace. The

career skills and experience I had gained in previous jobs as a bookkeeper could now be

applied in a place where I could make a difference. I longed to support a pleasant, dedicated

team of coworkers on a shared mission. Money was important, but secondary to pursuing a job

in a helping, service-related field. Being a medical buff who enjoys reading about and studying

health-related topics, I hoped my new job would have something to do with the healing

process. I was very curious about Ayurveda, and knew practically nothing about it.My previous

position was a two-year stint with a well-known medical association. It was in the midst of the

American medical delivery system “health crisis” and the first piece of legislature that would

change many aspects of the way we run our medical model were being hammered out

between political parties. Although I had hoped to learn more about a better direction for our

medical limitations and shortcomings, I was well aware of the disappointment among leaders

within the medical field as they advocated for change. I left the position feeling more confused

about our choices for care and whether or not we truly had a handle on what really needed to

change in order to provide our citizens with superior health care for all.When I read the

advertisement for a finance manager at the Maharishi Ayurveda Health Center in nearby

Lancaster, Massachusetts, I emailed my résumé together with a heartfelt cover letter and was

overjoyed when they called for an interview. As the situation stood, the center had a very able

accountant who was Indonesian. Before him, the position had been staffed by an Indian.

Although both were accomplished in their native countries, neither had a grasp of the

complicated American state and federal tax compliance laws. The president of the company

had no choice but to hire someone familiar with American business practices.During the

interview, I was asked what I knew about Ayurveda. I answered that I was a vegetarian. I told

them how I felt about preventive and alternative medicine. I was asked if I meditated. Less

prevalent were questions about bookkeeping, staffing, or payroll. I realized that in my

profession, there are two ways a company can decide to hire. The first is to hire an expert in

finance who may or may not know anything about your business. The second is to hire

someone well-disposed to your business who has adequate financial skills. These dedicated

Ayurvedic healers stood fast in their desire to extend an offer not only to fill an accounting

position, but to join their family in a quest for ultimate health and well being for all. I was



hooked.By the time Radhika and I began our daily walking routine, I had been working at the

Ayurvedic center for about a month. I had become accustomed to the workplace culture, and I

observed first-hand how the emotional and spiritual well being of the employees was nurtured.

This might take the form of avoiding a negative action, such as holding difficult staff meetings

at least a few hours after lunch so as not to interfere with the meal’s digestive process, or a

positive one, such as the support and good wishes extended to new staff members. These

gentle practitioners of Ayurveda came from all over the world and worked harmoniously side by

side. Their common goal of promoting wellness for the clients who stayed at the center for a

week or more was achieved by working on balancing the physical and mental disruptions that

were diagnosed by Vaidya Radhika. It is the collective balance of their work that eventually

heals the illness and removes the negative energy that is afflicting a client. You cannot help

but fall into the rhythm of the workers, and the job becomes a much anticipated interactive

time rather than the stressful hours that many of us perceive employment to be. It is vital that

these employees band together and support one another, without the criticism and

competitiveness that tend to be part of the American workplace. Hugs are commonplace and

stress is kept to a minimum. Creating an environment conducive to healing is an extremely

high priority.I noticed something interesting taking place. Since these employees came from all

over the world, everyone was uniquely different. Some personalities were harder or softer than

others, some were leaders and others followers. Many gave their opinions freely and others sat

quietly in the background. People spoke many different languages and somehow, everyone

understood each other. Individuality was celebrated. You did not have the choice of joining a

"clique" because there were just not enough "like" people to form one. Hiding behind a group

was impossible and every day, you were put out front and center in every situation just like

everyone else, thinking for yourself. This was the first time since grade school that I could

remember liking my own individuality and not worrying about what others thought of me. In

many of my former jobs my hearing disability, or what made me different, was seen as an

impediment. Often, I was let go when the group could not adjust to the necessary steps that

had to be taken in order for me to be successful, no matter how trivial those changes were. I

could sense fear as others were unable to deal with someone who was different from the

majority. That did not happen here.At the Ayurvedic center we accepted each other, which was

evident whenever someone new came on board, or a new group was formed to work with a

client. Because we were taught to be adaptable and accepting of individual differences,

everyone became even more dependent on each other's skills. I know this sounds like a

contradiction, but if given the chance to be individuals, everyone can realize their potential

contribution to the company goal. Because of the numerous languages spoken, many of the

health center workers were facing the same issue with communication as I was and co-workers

helped, rather than hindered the process. Since the obstacles I had faced in other work groups

due to my disability was not present here, I excelled.Learning about Ayurveda and dosha

energy has helped me to recapture a long lost confidence, and I am exploring new ways to

interact with others when it comes to my profound hearing loss. In the long run, it's much more

pleasant not to have to be constantly on the defensive about my disability. I've learned that I

can't change people's behavior, but I can pick and choose what kind of people I put around me,

and when I make the right choices, I am happiest and the healthiest I can be. According to the

principles of Ayurveda, it is our pro-activeness toward balancing our own energy within our

environment that brings about our personal health and happiness. I learned that it's not just up

to the person with the disability to struggle alone. In order to fit in, there must be acceptance

and adaptability within the work group as a whole.This kind of individual support also



encourages an environment of learning and growth. Although I was in charge of the financial

aspects of the business, it became necessary for me to learn as much as possible about the

services the center provides in order to provide proper sales and billing practices for our

clients. This was a very new concept for me. During my former career positions, I knew my own

small part in the grand scheme of things and hoped it would fit into the success of the

business. My ideas were often different from those of my co-workers, but were insignificant

when it came to the goals or direction of the company. My personal energy was affecting those

around me, but the lines were drawn and the constant struggle of toeing the line was difficult at

times. I tried to remember to stay within the limits imposed on me and be as unaware of those

around me as much as possible. In the eyes of my managers, remaining as isolated as

possible meant that I was being a good employee. To the flow of natural energy, it was

detrimental.The clients at the Ayurvedic center predominantly pay for treatments out-of-pocket.

Although some manage to obtain health insurance reimbursements, I began to wonder how

much someone would be willing to pay for good health, and how clients managed to overcome

the prejudice against alternative medical practices. With Vaidya Radhika as my teacher, it was

with both purpose and curiosity that I learned the basics of Ayurvedic medicine. As the finance

manager I analyzed costs, yet I also needed to understand the challenges clients were going

through as I interacted with them. These clients taught me a lot about planning, pursuing, and

persevering when it comes to managing health issues and maintaining optimal health. I drew

from their energy as much as I used my own to help in their healing. I became part of the

harmony that ensued. This is precisely the way Ayurveda observes energy within an individual

and in the environment around them. Everything is taken into account.Radhika and I were the

newest employees among a group that had been together for many years, so it was natural

that we bonded. We are both strong-willed women who are open to learning, curious, and good

listeners, so we easily offered and accepted each other’s advice in our particular areas of

expertise. Our offices were on a crowded floor, and our conversations eventually moved

outdoors to take advantage of fresh air for clearer thinking and much needed exercise. Both of

our positions required a great deal of time sitting with clients and employees, listening and

planning, with little chance to rest between clients. Without the walks, our thinking would have

suffered. I find this to be the greatest difference between my American work experience and

that of the culturally rich Ayurvedic center. In order to best serve their clients, the center’s

employees strive to keep their minds and bodies strong, and they consider the time it takes to

do so as part of the workday and their daily routines. The management team encouraged

group lunches and meditation among the staff members. They paid for a daily family style,

hearty, organic meal for all the employees at lunchtime. The bonding that took place between

workers and management was remarkable. Although learning about the importance of the

interaction between individuals and universal energy was taking place in the background,

formal lessons would follow that would explain its significance. As a newcomer to the Ayurvedic

center and its newest employee, my early Ayurvedic training consisted of the same

fundamental knowledge that every employee at the center studied, regardless of their job. We

all learned about daily health routines and what we needed to do to nurture our individual

constitution. I quickly recognized that I had found a health practice that made a real

difference in clients’ lives. I embraced the principles and eventually got healthy by changing my

diet, daily behaviors, and state of mind. I am the author of this book, and Vaidya Radhika is the

Ayurvedic expert and contributor. At times, the functional lines were crossed when I took over

researching the American medical model and Vaidya Radhika developed charts to help

readers understand some vital concepts of Ayurveda. This book was written to inspire,



developed by passion and fueled by absolute conviction in the power of the subject. I want

readers to hear my story and understand what moved me in this direction because, like many

who discover the benefits of Ayurveda, you may see yourself in need of change. If you feel as

out of control of your health as I did, you may find immense benefit in learning about this

holistic form of preventative health care.Ayurveda as a medical practice is being discovered by

Americans every day. Advocates are asking doctors to merge alternative medicine into our

current health care practices. More and more people are fed up with leaving control of their

state of health up to someone else because of a personal lack of knowledge. People are

beginning to look inward, and research their innate healing ability. Perhaps in time a new

school of medicine will emerge that will help us thrive using the correct type of medical

knowledge we need and we will get this wisdom solely from American-educated physicians,

but it will be a long process to get to that point. This book is written as a way to fill the gap.

Start practicing self-healing and preventative medicine using Ayurveda now and you will flow

easily into a change that will inevitably come to our American medical model because it is so

desperately needed. There’s no need to live in pain and ill health as we resign to simply

"manage" our symptoms and diseases any longer. Learn how to add the preventative medical

practice of Ayurveda to your current health care routine.As I embrace this personal journey to

learn Ayurvedic principles I feel compelled to share my experience. As my own awareness

increases, I am constantly thinking about this friend, or that family member who has as much

need as I to improve their health. The transition to a better existence where we can live longer

and healthier lives is wanted and needed everywhere, and America is no exception. So many

people are as miserable as I was, working every day at getting happier, yet slowly sinking,

physically and mentally. I found a way to merge alternative medicine into my current routine

and it's difficult to watch others continue to suffer without this knowledge. Their willingness to

change, combined with using Ayurvedic principles, is the combination that can lead them out of

constantly trying to figure out what's wrong—and appearing crazy!—and into a genuine

program for wellness, which ultimately will lead to a state of overall happiness. Isn't that what

life is really about? A good life means living each day in a healthy, contented state, no matter

what challenges arise.Originally, I thought that Ayurveda would be filled with religious

principles. That was a misconception. While it is deeply rooted in historical and spiritual beliefs,

you don’t have to believe in or follow a particular spiritual framework in order to benefit from

Ayurveda. Ayurveda is about the science of living life. It does not encourage you to believe

some outside force will make everything better. My goal is to convey the Ayurvedic principles

as I learned them. The key is to take your health into your own hands by learning behaviors

that empower you.This is a book about change, learning, and acceptance. My American

influence is apparent, and, like so many, I struggle to understand what our medical delivery

system is and how to use it to my advantage. As I learn about both the American health care

system and Ayurveda, I attempt to find a balance, a way to blend allopathic and holistic

practices. Often, an advocate for a particular alternative or conventional type of medicine will

adhere entirely to one set of principles, to the exclusion of all others. This "all-or-nothing"

attitude can scare people. We may want to see everything as black or white, but the reality is

that most things fall somewhere in the middle, in a grey zone. I don't believe there is any

benefit in practicing medicine with strict adherence to any single system. I believe we can

enhance our experience and ultimately our health, by blending practices and creating a custom

plan that works best for our particular, individual situation.I have strived, in the chapters that

follow, to describe how Ayurveda has inspired me and changed my way of thinking. Vaidya

Radhika and I are different people, from opposite sides of the world, who came upon Ayurveda



in very different ways and somehow ended up in the same place. To both of us, our friendship

and the benefits we have derived is proof of the value of embracing coexistence.As we took a

daily walk during breaks at work, our conversations were full of joy and inspiration. In the

chapters that follow, you’ll read about basic, introductory Ayurvedic principles. These are the

same lessons told to me as I learned Ayurveda. Vaidya Radhika's lessons were conveyed to

me in a positive, upbeat way that appeals to my commonsense. My journey into Ayurveda has

a beginning in the American health care system and the circumstances that force one to look

beyond what is. My path took me where it did because of where I had been.It is with this new

philosophy that I have learned to embrace my consistent and ever present hearing disability.

My profound hearing loss since childhood has always been more of a challenge to others than

to me. My greatest challenge has been in helping others to overcome the communication wall

they hit when confronted with my hearing loss. I have lost jobs and relationships with friends,

lovers and family members because of my hearing loss. Because of this, I’ve become an

expert at teaching people about human disability, spreading compassion and empathy and

dispersing fear. As a result, I’ve grown by leaps and bounds as a "disabled" human being. This

unique challenge has made me stronger and distinctly aware of my individuality. After studying

Ayurveda, I've learned that being different is not a bad thing, it's a human thing. This brought it

home for me. Sometimes it’s about surrounding yourself with intelligence so you can learn, and

sometimes it’s about teaching others so you can learn even more. I believe that if you love

something about yourself enough you can share that love with others and it spreads as they

see it in a new light. I am certain the same principle can be applied to learning about

alternative healing methods such as Ayurveda, and spreading the word.I have learned to focus

less on the negative symptoms I sometimes experience, like morning pain and stiffness, and to

think less about the last stages of physical life and dying. Many of us are trapped in negative

thought patterns. This is precisely how Ayurveda teaches us to avoid thinking. Through

Ayurveda, I have learned to keep an open mind while discovering new ways to stay healthy

and to remain open to change, trusting in my ability to be in control of my final destiny, rather

than relying on coincidence or some other power. With great enthusiasm and joyfulness, I have

always searched for and eventually found ways to stay strong and healthy. I never resigned

myself to simply waiting for illness to overtake me and finally, as I work within Ayurvedic

principles, my persistence is paying off.I am fascinated by healing and its relationship to the

larger human condition. Over and over, I relentlessly ask questions and form theories. I am

always open to learning. Tell me your story, and I’ll learn something from it that I can use every

day, if not what to do than what not to do. As I research medicine as we know it here in

America, I realize that I have to think objectively at a global level. Just because I live here does

not force me into any pattern or belief, and I remind myself every day to think as a human,

rather than just a westerner. My conversations with Vaidya Radhika and the healing advice I

have gleaned have been enlightening. I've worked Ayurveda into my life plan in order to live the

best life possible, and I believe you can, tooThis is an ongoing journey for me, starting slowly

but progressing consistently. Since I came to know and understand the Ayurvedic principles

later in life I will always be learning, probably right up to the end. I look forward to reaping the

rewards of helping myself with techniques that are not invasive or overwhelming, but are a

welcome change from my former American medical model which I refer to as "out of my

control."As Americans, we surround ourselves with borders—perhaps out of fear—and are

very reluctant to allow the outside world to penetrate those walls. In doing so, we forgo the

cultural intelligence that comes with having a different world view. We don’t often value the

skills and knowledge of immigrants. We may be afraid that people are coming in only to take



from us, and neglect to realize that people who come in also give of their knowledge and

wisdom. They bring with them insight into the knowledge of a distant culture. Other cultures

have existed for thousands of years as opposed to our mere hundreds. If we could learn to

openly listen and discuss various cultures, we could all benefit, particularly in the wellness

field.Cultural awareness starts in small ways, perhaps as an exchange between two

individuals. Yet no matter how small the exchange, if we are willing to listen, we learn

something. What happens when you take Ayurvedic medical lessons dictated from and Indian

to an American and joyfully tell others about the journey that follows? I hope our efforts will

encourage you to learn about others and their medical traditions—one discussion at a time. We

hope this book will become one of the tools that will help you discover the ability to gain control

over your own health by healing, using your own body as medicine. Ayurveda is a medical

alternative that can help you to nurture and strengthen your physical, mental and even spiritual

self in order to live a longer, healthier, and happier life.Chapter 2Becoming A Vaidya -

Radhika's storyI met Vaidya Radhika for the first time when the Ayurvedic Center managers

hosted a meeting to introduce me to the rest of the staff. She was one of the first people to

greet me when I walked into the room, gliding across the floor with an extended hand. She

shook my hand and gave me a little head bow as she smiled and welcomed me to the group.

With her bright colored sari and bejeweled face, I imagined her to be a leader of some sort, but

she backed off gracefully, allowing other staff members to welcome me with their well wishes.

When the formalities were over I was invited to join a birthday celebration in honor of Dhara

Patel, a center employee. Indian birthday celebrations are a little bit different than our

customary American celebrations and since her birthday was being celebrated, Dhara cooked

a meal and baked a cake for the 30 or so employees working that day. As a usual practice on

their birth date, Indians will create their own celebration and invite others to join them. As she

shuffled around the tables ushering everyone to their seats, a buffet meal awaited us in the

lunch room along with a beautiful cake on the counter amid a display of birthday cards that

were open and placed around the cake stand. As we sang the birthday song, it reminded me

that it was early October, a few weeks after my own birthday. I had been too busy with my new

job to celebrate , and I dreaded the feelings I had approaching this unavoidable mid-life stage

and all the old age problems that came with the "crisis."I sat at a table with the president,

general manager, and board members. Very little was said at the table after individual prayers

and much to my surprise, we were served the birthday cake first. This seemed strange, eating

dessert before the meal. Dhara sliced the cake and delivered a piece to each of us, and we

began to eat after everyone was served. Then, one by one, we headed to the buffet and

heaped our plates full of some very colorful but incredibly spicy Indian food, a glass of lassi (a

yogurt drink), and a mug of steaming hot water. When I neglected to bring a mug of water back

to my table, Vaidya Radhika was right there handing it to me, asking if I needed anything else.

Had I been able to ask for a fire extinguisher for the fire in my mouth without sounding

sarcastic, I might have. I tried to take small bites and mix food with the sweet lassi drink, but it

was still incredibly spicy, unaccustomed as I was to eating anything so hot. To make small talk

at the almost silent table, I mentioned that my birthday had just recently passed. No sooner

had I disclosed this, than an announcement was made and everyone rose and sang happy

birthday again, this time to me. I wondered if they thought my face was red from

embarrassment, or if they realized that my mouth was burning, and drinking the hot water like

everyone else wasn't helping much. The center manager announced that we would reserve

another special day to honor my birthday, but that good wishes could be offered immediately.

Even though some were in different languages, I felt honored as everyone rose and one by



one, recited a brief verse or two.I was both confused and awed. Everything around me flowed

so methodically, but I felt terribly out of place. I realized that, over time, I would adapt to the

cultural differences. Vaidya Radhika seemed to notice my uneasiness, and stayed close to me

for the rest of the afternoon chatting pleasantly and showing me her office and clinic in

between appointments with clients. She always held my arm as we walked and as the day went

on, my shyness and awkwardness evaporated. I felt great respect for Vaidya Radhika's ability

to serve others as I watched her with clients and staff members. She was a born caretaker, a

necessary characteristic for anyone interested in pursuing a career in medical practice. I began

to comprehend her importance to the over-all mission of the Ayurvedic clinic.So, how do you

become an Ayurvedic medical practitioner? What do you need to learn? Vaidya Radhika

completed four and a half years of college and one year of a residency. As a result of her

training and residency, she earned a B.A.M.S degree (Bachelors of Ayurvedic Medicine and

Surgery). She studied the system of Ayurvedic medicine as passed down from what many

Indians believe is the beginning of time. This unique medical science was written down in

treatises called The "Vedas", ancient volumes of Indian medical knowledge believed to be

thousands of years old. As she learned the standard anatomy and physiology typical for a

medical practitioner, the study of the Vedas and other ancient Indian texts remained central to

her education.The literal translation of the title "vaidya" is someone who has studied and

follows the knowledge of the Vedas. Vaidya Radhika's college books were often written in

Sanskrit, one of the world's most ancient written languages. Because the study of Ayurveda is

so old, the writings of many ancient scholars are studied, following a knowledge path passed

down from century to century. Although there are translations available, the ability to

understand English, Hindi and Sanskrit, as Vaidya Radhika does, is a tremendous advantage.

Over time, eight distinct areas of Ayurvedic practice developed, and teachers have tweaked

and shared these written treatises for thousands of years. The lessons evolve as knowledge

increases, but the philosophy underlying the preventative practice remains constant.Becoming

a vaidya in order to heal others takes the study of Ayurveda to an extremely advanced and

complex level. Along with the medical tools available, a vaidya will learn how to study each

patient closely and carefully, using personal intuition and a taking a thorough look at the

relationship between the person and their environment within our larger universe. It entails

using an advanced form of “bedside manner,” a skill sometimes lacking from our American

school of physicians.Ayurveda came about because the ancient healers of India had excellent

skills of observation. They observed and recorded the relationship between themselves

(anatomy, behavior) and their environment (astrology, medical herbs, and foods), and from

these observations, an effective system of medicine developed. Vaidya Radhika's Hindu belief

is that Ayurveda has been around as long as life itself and was developed when diseases,

which made day-to-day functioning difficult, emerged over time. An ancient tale is told about

the Hindu sage Bharadwaja who, feeling compassion for all living beings, approached Indra,

the king of the gods and requested knowledge of how to eliminate suffering of all people. Indra

gave Bharadwaja the knowledge of Ayurveda. He in turn, shared this great science with

everyone on earth. Whether Ayurvedic medicine emerged from simple observational skills or a

Hindu deity, it is an ancient wisdom that has been passed down to modern day experts like

Vaidya Radhika and is used extensively in India today.A vaidya is well trained in human

anatomy and the use of diet, cooking, yoga, breath-work, meditation, and a vast

pharmacopoeia in order to help the individual achieve balance. Vaidyas are not only physicians

who facilitate healing when illness is present, but also teachers who educate patients about

how to live a long, healthy, and contented life. We shared many meals together as Vaidya



Radhika taught me how to cook according to ancient healing principles. This represents a

significant departure from western medical protocol. In my experience, my physician sends me

to a dietician for nutritional advice, a weight loss clinic to shed pounds, and a psychologist for

help in dealing with stress. Vaidya Radhika is trained to interact with her patients concerning all

these issues, as a patient's overall profile is studied and discussed during treatment. Healing

occurs when the changes and balance of all of these aspects are controlled. To do her job, she

must know and understand many aspects of her patient's life, past and present.Although often

a private person, Vaidya Radhika disclosed a bit of information about her own upbringing, and

how she became interested in helping others. She credits her mother as being the most

influential person in her pursuit of a medical career. Although not formally trained in Ayurvedic

principles, her mother is a naturalist and follows many universal concepts instinctively. After a

series of mishaps and consequently poor outcomes from allopathic medical treatments as a

young woman in America, her mother turned to preventative practices and self-healing. Vaidya

Radhika describes her mother as a radical, free thinker and learner who uses her intelligence

and mental clarity without hesitation in all situations. It is both her mother's strong influence

and the global thinking of both her parents that taught her to think outside of the box and to

never stop learning. Vaidya Radhika's mother was born in the United States. During

her young adult life, she left her home and traveled the world as a single woman. She hiked

throughout the world, seeking more than the life she knew. She made her way to Europe, then

walked and hiked from Europe through the Middle East, Nepal, and eventually India. This

would not be safe for a single woman today. The remarkable thing about her journey was the

fact that she did not speak the languages and relied on hospitality, rather than money, to travel.

Clearly, she is resourceful, determined, and independent, with an uncanny ability to work with

others. India impressed her above all other countries and would eventually become her home.

In the late 70s, while living in Mumbai, she met Vaidya Radhika's father. To him, she must have

stood out like a beacon in the night with her blond hair and fair skin, and he must have been

fascinated by this person, out of place, yet determined and confidently blending in.Vaidya

Radhika's father is from southern India, the only son in a family of seven children. As an only

son in a traditional Indian family, the reaction of his parents when he brought home this non-

Indian, fair skinned, and fiercely independent bride, can only be imagined. Not only was she

American, but isolated from her family, strong willed, and without a dowry. But although from

different worlds, the young couple shared a common bond, both leaving familiar surroundings

as young adults in search of fulfillment. Like Vaidya Radhika's mother, her father was intent on

living and discovering life on his own terms. It is not surprising that they would eventually find

each other, marry, and become life-long soul mates.Her parents’ brave and poignant story

formed Vaidya Radhika's opinions about her own life and goals. The lessons she learned from

her parents were her major influences, and helped to mold her desire to help others and be

part of a global world. Few have had such an opportunity to live in different cultures and be

home-schooled as well as public schooled. Like Vedic authors before her, she learned to

observe her environment. A successful Ayurvedic healer must be a flawless listener, able to

notice distinct individual traits, and make recommendations based on experience, observation,

and intuition. Vaidya Radhika’s international travels have given her a unique opportunity to

study different people and cultures, and taught her to acknowledge the essential differences

and similarities between people in various environments.At the age of three, Vaidya Radhika’s

family relocated to America. They settled in San Diego, California and opened an Indian

restaurant, selling healthy, vegetarian meals. The business flourished for eight years, but the

family missed India and returned, this time to Bombay, on the western coast. A lengthy stay



there ensured that both Radhika and her younger sister could enjoy a good education in both

English and Sanskrit, satisfying their parents’ wish that the daughters be aware of both the

English language and Indian culture. It was during this time that Radhika, with her parents’

encouragement, became fascinated with Indian classical dance. She had studied dance in

California, but the opportunity to study in India enhanced her cultural experience.In addition to

her cultural influence, Radhika describes how her mother used alternative medical treatments

to promote her family’s well-being. The family's earliest experiences with medicine were very

naturalistic and utilized ancient methods. Even while living in America, the family's healing was

orientated toward traditional herbal practices in addition to western, allopathic medicine. As an

American living in India, Vaidya Radhika's mother had been exposed to Ayurveda and

experienced firsthand the benefits of living according to its principles. The family diligently

followed preventative daily behaviors and habits. The only time Vaidya Radhika recalls being in

a conventional hospital was when she broke bones in her foot. She remembers her mother

adding a natural treatment with arnica—a homeopathic medicine—to the prescribed treatment

and how astonished the allopathic doctor was with her rapid healing.Vaidya Radhika didn't plan

to study Ayurveda early on, but her mother's influence made her want to stay as healthy as

possible using the same traditional practices. While she knew how to use conventional,

western medicine during times of acute physical distress, she preferred to learn how to

intervene with the body's healing process as non-invasively as possible.When Vaidya Radhika

was 16, her parents left Bombay and built a home in Vrindavan, a small town in northern India,

about three hours north of Delhi. She describes Vrindavan as an ancient and spiritual place

where Krishna, a Hindu deity believed to be a supreme incarnation of the Lord Vishnu, a God

within Hindu belief, is said to have grown up and lived. This move was especially catalytic for

her, helping to form her love of Hindu religious teachings and study. Thousands come to this

town for religious pilgrimage every day. There are hundreds of temples here, some dating back

500 years. Vrindavan has remained Vaidya Radhika's parents’ home.When she turned 20,

Vaidya Radhika ventured back to America to attend City College in San Francisco, but

discovered her true calling after three years, and transferred to Muniyal Institute for Ayurvedic

Medical Sciences in South India. This round trip brought her back to the birthplace of her father

and holds a significant place of respect and importance in her life's journey. This is where she

earned her Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery degree. In southern India, she stayed

in touch with her father's family. Throughout her childhood, her grandmother in southern India

had taught her how to cook using medicinal herbs. Now, as a young college student she was

putting into practice everything she had learned from both sides of her family.As her parents

taught her to accomplish her goals globally, her mother nurtured her love of people and self-

healing and her husband influences her spiritual strength, you can see the development of a

perfect storm for becoming a true healer. It's so much more than simple academic learning.

Vaidya Radhika's passion for the study and practice of Ayurveda becomes apparent when you

see her interacting with her clients. Becoming a vaidya requires performing wellness

consultations for clients and often creating lifelong relationships with them. She becomes a

trusted friend and teacher to her clients, very much like her parents have been to her. These

early lessons have helped her to understand life in relationship to the universe more deeply,

which is the basis of Ayurveda.Vaidya Radhika encourages her clients to practice preparing

and eating wholesome, regularly timed meals, to exercise, listen to the body, practice

meditation and stress reduction, and find their place in society. She teaches them that

everyone is unique and must learn to find the best healing pathway. She preaches forgiveness

and self-love. This ease of establishing strong bonds with her clients is truly her gift. She is a



joyous soul destined to be a true healer here in America. I am grateful it is here that she has

chosen to practice. In America, the need is now greater than ever to help us achieve our best

possible wellness outcome and learning Ayurvedic medical techniques can help immensely.As

more and more Americans begin to seek out the support of an Ayurvedic vaidya as they turn to

preventative medicine in order to gain or regain health, experts like Vaidya Radhika may some

day partner with our American physicians to better serve us all.Chapter 3What's Going On

With American Healthcare?I wish I could say that America, being the great country it is, has

developed a comprehensive medical system that encourages good health and wellness for all.

I would love to boast that our creation has pushed us to the top worldwide in measures such as

age longevity, absence of disease, low instances of death from medical errors, and similar

optimal outcomes. I would like to say that every American enjoys high quality healthcare and

that equal access for all is the cornerstone of our medical model. I would also like to believe

that when it comes to healthcare, our political parties will always work together to ensure world-

class healthcare delivery.Although we enjoy a very technologically advanced form of trauma

care, unfortunately, America ranks far below many other nations when it comes to wellness,

high quality medical maintenance care, preventative care, and health education. Even small

changes that would push us in the right direction suffer as political parties fail to find grounds to

agree. How can this be in a country that calls itself a “super-power,” and why is there so much

resistance to change? As they say, it's complicated.Like most people, I am confused

by the complexity of our American medical model but I've broken down the main aspects and

studied them in order to understand what we have and why it developed that way.In The

Beginning – Medical Education's Good IntentionsTo better understand what American medical

doctors are taught in terms of their overall responsibility in a healthcare role, it’s necessary to

study the history of American medical education and the influences exerted on our medical

academic curriculum.Medical education in America has undergone many changes. In his book,

Time to Heal - American Medical Education from the Turn of the Century to the Era of

Managed Care, author Kenneth M. Ludmerer thoroughly investigates the creation of our

American medical education system and how it was influenced. Building our medical

universities has been an ordeal. Throughout the process, medical schools were built and

hospital partnerships were defined, while trying to incorporate a vast array of scholarly and

professional opinions. Many experts have left their mark on our institutions of medical learning

as they paved the path that defines what our doctors and clinical experts study.Ludmerer

considered the development of the formal curriculum of American medical education, and

describes a part of it that came to be termed the "hidden curriculum," referring to a broader

cultural setting within which the formal curriculum operated. (Ludmerer, 1999) He points out

parts of the hidden curriculum and very importantly, what was purposely left out as it developed

—the practice of applying preventative medicine. An entirely different branch of medical

education was developed which would become the School of Public Health. Our medical

education system is responsible for teaching health care providers how to heal established

illness and our Department of Public Health is in charge of preventing illness. There seems to

be little crossover between disciplines when it comes to dealing with patients.The twentieth

century in America was a time of incredible growth. The area of medical knowledge was no

exception. With the support of a developing political system that encouraged the view of

doctors as a highly respected and unsurpassed societal class, we hurtled our doctors to the

top of the world's intellectual society. But at the same time, we narrowed their field of study to

specific areas. Over time, we allowed capitalism to lead the practice of medicine away from

becoming a public service and toward the development of a new and profitable industry. As



medical education grew, several things occurred that pushed our medical model in a for-profit

business direction.At first, American medical universities offered didactic teaching, mainly

classroom lectures and text reading. At the same time, physicians were very involved with their

patients, often getting to know entire families and many aspects of each patient's life. They

were skilled at taking all circumstances surrounding a patient into account before offering

treatment. Eventually, patient care by student doctors heavily supervised by faculty at medical

schools, evolved as the study of organic disease and its causes migrated out of classrooms

and into clinical settings. In the beginning, this new type of student training was carefully

monitored by faculty members to ensure that medical education remained first and foremost in

the classroom. Even when the addition of clinical observation led to increased patient care,

student doctors were expected to focus on classroom learning as they completed their training.

The bulk of medical care was delivered by physicians who had completed their

education.However, after the Medicare and Medicaid systems were created, a whole slew of

new patients flooded into the health care system. Diseases resulting from nutritional

deficiencies were also emerging. More doctors were needed to meet the growing patient need,

and the shift to greater student involvement in patient care was solidified. Even medical faculty,

whose responsibility was once only to teach, now increased their direct patient involvement as

well. In addition, the average length of a patient’s hospital stay began to decrease as more

patients needed to be seen. Doctors had to learn how to move quickly from one patient to the

next. This perpetual lack of office time forces our doctors to focus on symptoms, rather than on

identifying the root cause of a patient's illness.In addition, as the millennium approached, a

second period of medical philosophy in America was developing, in which the connections

between medical schools and communities were severed.The social contract between society

and medical education had been bilaterally broken. Society was no longer providing academic

health centers sufficient financial or political support. In turn, medical faculties had grown

inwardly focused. They seemed unwilling to make sacrifices to protect education, and they

appeared similarly unwilling to fulfill their traditional responsibility of standing up for a high

standard of care. (Ludmerer, 1999)Earlier, medical education was largely financed by

communities, with the goal of investing in future public service. Once medical faculties became

inwardly focused and medical students began facing enormous tuition costs, the dynamics

changed away from public service and toward a for-profit model. Students would need more

salaried work just to pay off educational loans.The transition to a "working student" within

teaching hospitals would come full circle later in the twentieth century. This major change

helped students gain hands-on disease experience, but classroom and patient relationship

time were permanently diminished. As a result, care has become hastened, fragmented, and

less personal over the last century. The resulting method of medical education gravitated

toward teaching the practice of clinical procedures to be applied after disease has stricken, and

under strictly timed and limited conditions. With the exception of preventive vaccinations, this

trend continues today. As America became immersed in economic issues, the political

problems of a growing nation, and world wars, the societal influence was further replaced as

the business community took notice of an open opportunity. In the end, patients became

"consumers," as private industry began taking control of a newly developing facet of health

care, the medical insurance system.A Haphazard Health Insurance Development PlanHow can

researching and practicing alternative medicine like Ayurveda, fit into your current health care

model? I want to discover how others are accomplishing this, yet when I talk to friends about

recent health care articles, surveys, or legislative proposals, I get the feeling this is a taboo

subject, kind of like discussing religion or politics.I attempted to give my current health care



insurance plan a fair review and fully understand the coverage. Was I maximizing all of its

provisions? As I researched American, allopathic health care and the insurance systems

currently in place, I began to feel that the more I learned, the more confused I became.If you

ask ten people about their health insurance plan, chances are you’ll get ten different answers.

Many may not even know all their plan benefits, or may be confused by them. Some plans

seem to offer more coverage for clinical treatment than others. Many have limitations or even

deny coverage for established medical treatments. Even with all of our different possibilities for

coverage, I know that the first thing everyone who picks up this book is going to ask is, "How

can I practice Ayurvedic medicine when it's not covered under my health insurance plan?" I've

heard this over and over again. The fact is that, for the most part, reimbursement for Ayurveda,

or many other alternative medical practices, will most likely not be included in your health

insurance benefit package. Even with the availability of a multitude of health insurance plans,

most include the same standard coverage.
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